The local volatility model is a widely used for pricing and hedging financial derivatives. While its main appeal is its capability of reproducing any given surface of observed option prices-it provides a perfect fit-the essential component is a latent function which can be uniquely determined only in the limit of infinite data. To (re)construct this function, numerous calibration methods have been suggested involving steps of interpolation and extrapolation, most often of parametric form and with point-estimate representations. We look at the calibration problem in a probabilistic framework with a nonparametric approach based on a Gaussian process prior. This immediately gives a way of encoding prior beliefs about the local volatility function and a hypothesis model which is highly flexible yet not prone to overfitting. Besides providing a method for calibrating a (range of) point-estimate(s), we draw posterior inference from the distribution over local volatility. This leads to a better understanding of uncertainty associated with the calibration in particular, and with the model in general. Further, we infer dynamical properties of local volatility by augmenting the hypothesis space with a time dimension. Ideally, this provides predictive distributions not only locally, but also for entire surfaces forward in time. We apply our approach to S&P 500 market data.
Introduction
In the context of option pricing, the local volatility model introduced by Derman and Kani (1994) and Dupire (1994) is well celebrated, and a versatile generalisation of the foundational Black-Scholes model (Black and Scholes (1973) and Merton (1973) ). Fromthe latter, the constant diffusion coefficient of the underlying stock price-the volatilityis replaced by a function of current time and stock price-the local volatility function. As volatility effectively determines how a diffusion model prices options on the underlying stock, going from a single-to an infinite-dimensional parameter is a tactical move: While Black-Scholes fits only one observed option price perfectly, the local volatility function provides flexibility to fit a whole surface of prices. Dupire's formula even provides an explicit recipe for how this can be done. However, the latent local volatility function can only be uniquely retrieved if one has access to a continuum of option prices at all strikes and maturities. Here begins the challenge of local volatility modelling.
With a discrete and finite set of market prices that can be utilised for calibration (Figure 1, (left) illustrates one set of data we use in this paper) local volatility modelling becomes tantamount to proposing a finite-dimensional approximation to the local volatility function along with a routine that details how to calibrate the suggested model to market prices. Two general approaches appear to form common practice: either, one works with observable option prices (or equivalently, implied volatilities) with an interpolation/extrapolation scheme such that Dupire's formula can be employed for a direct calculation of local volatility (Kahalé (2004) , Benko et al. (2007) , Fengler (2009), Fengler and Hin (2011) , Glaser and Heider (2012) , to mention just but a few). Alternatively, a parametrised functional form is assumed for the non-observable local volatility function and calibrated to market prices by minimisation of a suitable objective function based on model-to-market discrepancy (see for example Jackson et al. (1999) , Luo and Liu (2010) , Andreasen and Huge (2011) , Lipton and Sepp (2011) , Reghai et al. (2012) ).
One challenge with the first approach is that it requires the call price surface to be interpolated in an arbitrage-free manner. Indeed, constructing an interpolation method that produces option prices consistent with observed data is essentially equivalent to constructing (and estimating) an option price model; and so we are back to square one. Furthermore, the resulting local volatility model is generally non-robust and non-smooth, both of which are problems that make further employment (hedging, pricing exotics, quantifying risks, etc.) under this approach questionable (Cont (2010) , Hirsa et al. (2003) ).
Proposing a functional form for local volatility and formulating the calibration problem as one of targetting a model-to-market distance is perhaps a more appealing approach, even if it also has the challenge of designing an appropriate model. As for the number of parameters of the functional form, choosing too few might lead to under-parametrised models unable to fit market data. At the other extreme, choosing as many parameters as observed option prices makes the ill-posedness of the problem severe: With finite market data, a solution to the minimal model-to-market distance under some objective is nonunique, and generally non-smooth and non-stable. For a vivid illustration of this point, Figure 1 , (right) shows a local volatility surface obtained from optimisation 1 over all points of the surface that correspond to market data. On top of this is the fact that the optimisation problem is non-trivial. Common objectives, such as weighted least-squares, yield non-convex maps with respect to local volatility and are also unsuitable for gradientbased optimisers due to dimensionality. To this end, regularisation has been proposed to both address the ill-posedness of the problem and to impose structure on the local volatility parameter (Lagnado et al. (1997) , Chiarella et al. (2000) , Crépey (2003) , Cezaro et al. (2008) ). This paper adapts the latter approach and attempts to address its shortcomings. Firstly, the non-uniqueness of an optimal local volatility is tackled by acknowledging that parameter uncertainty pertains to the model, whereby the focus of calibration is shifted from an optimal point-estimate to a probability distribution over local volatility functions. This is reasonable from a statistical perspective, by realising that common optimisation objectives correspond to likelihoods of (generalised) Gaussian noise models, and further by the fact that market prices are only observed up to a bid-ask spread.
A probabilistic formulation for local volatility appears in Hamida and Cont (2005) , who suggest an algorithm for generating samples of a parametrised model that yields option prices within bid-ask spreads of market data. While this sample is intended for a coherent measure of model risk (Cont (2006) ), we adopt a Bayesian formalism and concentrate on drawing inference from the joint posterior. In this regard, our approach is similar in spirit to what has been proposed in a recent paper by Gupta and Reisinger (2014) for the parametric model of Jackson et al. (1999) . Most notably, we extend their Bayesian idea by proposing a nonparametric functional prior for local volatility, and leverage the rich framework of Gaussian processes for this purpose. We also draw inference about the observation model for a full Bayesian treatment. Fixing parameters of the latter, as in Gupta and Reisinger (2014) , influences the posterior over local volatility and critically leads to biased uncertainty estimates.
Gaussian processes are nonparametric models which offer a generic tool for estimation that is particularly suitable for Bayesian setups. They are widely used by the machine learning community due to their expressiveness, tractability and robustness to overfitting (Rasmussen and Williams (2006) , Roberts et al. (2013) ). In the light of local volatility modelling and calibration, we find a Bayesian Gaussian-process approach beneficial for several reasons:
• The ability to explicitly encode prior beliefs about local volatility in a straightforward way. For instance, it is widely understood that a smooth surface is desirable, especially for further hedging and pricing purposes. Such functional characteristics are easily encoded by specifying a suitable mean and covariance kernel. Comparing with the prior formulation outlined in Gupta and Reisinger (2014) , we find a Gaussian process specification more intuitive, flexible and direct. Indeed, even more so in contrast to calibration approaches which use regularisation.
• A Gaussian process model provides full posterior predictions, both interpolations within and extrapolations outside input strike-maturity data. Moreover, predictions come with an associated notion of uncertainty which is appealing from a modelrisk perspective. We utilise this prediction ability to estimate volatility points both internally on the surface, and for prediction of the entire local volatility surface forward in time.
• The inference process for Gaussian processes is well studied, i.e. the practical steps of model calibration to data. We utilise methods widely used in the machine learning literature for efficient sampling.
• Finally, we use the fact that inferring a latent local volatility surface, by minimising an objective of option prices, effectively corresponds to a likelihood model; most notably with additive Gaussian noise for the squared error objective. In fact, our setup is flexible enough to accommodate any choice of calibration instruments and noise model, where the latter takes into account that one observse bid-ask quotes in place of idealised non-arbitrage prices. The noise variance (and more generally correlation structure) is then associated with the size of the bid-ask spread and it is naturally included in the Bayesian inference process.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 reviews the local volatility model and discusses practical aspects that motivate our approach. The latter is detailed in Section 3 along with predictive equations and numerical methods for inference. Section 4 contains experiments, Section 5 an extension on local volatility over time. Finally, Section 6 concludes.
Local volatility modelling
To set the scene, we consider a financial market model consisting of a risk-free money account and a risky asset whose price process is modelled by the local volatility model. Since we are interested in option pricing in this paper, we focus on the risk-neutral perspective and describe some theoretical and practical aspects thereof in the following sections.
European option pricing
The local volatility model is formulated as the class of diffusion processes under which the asset price S has risk-neutral dynamics under Q
where the latent local volatility function, σ : X → R, on the domain X = [0,T ] × R + , essentially represents the model.
For a current time t, a European call option with strike K and maturity T ≥ t is defined by its payoff (S T − K) + at maturity where S T is unknown for T > t. If S follows the local volatility model, the price of the option at time t is given by a pricing functional
which satisfies Black-Scholes' equation in the variables (t, s)
with terminal condition C(T, s) = (s−K) + . This is due to no-arbitrage pricing theory (see e.g. Björk (2009) ) and equation (2) can equivalently be represented by the risk-neutral pricing formula
More generally, the Markovian pricing formula (3) yields the price of any contingent claim by replacing the payoff of the call option with the corresponding payoff of the claim. For European-style exercises, (3) also admits a representation (2) with the terminal condition replaced by appropriate boundary conditions associated with the claim.
The main appeal of the local volatility model, at least from a theoretical viewpoint, is that it is capable of reproducing any set {c i } of time-t observable call prices. 2 To each price c i , there is an associated maturity and strike price which we collect with an input variable x = (T, K) ∈ X . Thus, there exists a local volatility function σ such that
for any set {c i } with corresponding strike-maturity inputs {x i }. In (4) and in what follows, we suppress the current state variable (t, S t ) = (0, S 0 ) from the call price functional and simply write C(x, σ) ≡ C(T, K, σ). Hence, we consider the market as seen from a single date only. We will have more to say about time evolution of volatility in Section 5.
In view of (4) one would expect that the knowledge about σ grows with number of observations. Indeed, given a consistent continuum of call prices {C(T, K) : (T, K) ∈ X }, or equivalently, a price function C : X → R, Dupire's formula (Dupire (1994) ) gives the unique local volatility function
compatible with this infinite set of prices. The converse is also true: given a local volatility function, Dupire's forward equation gives the unique call price function
with initial condition C(0, K) = (s − K) + . This is a restatement of the backward equation (2) in the variables (T, K) and there is thus a one-to-one correspondence between a local volatility function and a call price function.
Remark 1. The local volatility model in (1) is formulated with constant risk-free rate of return r and dividend yield q. This is for convenience only, and the methodology suggested in this paper applies equally to settings with time-dependent rates and dividends, both continuous and discrete, as long as the set-up allows for a pricing equation that can be solved at least numerically.
Local volatility in practice
As for most option pricing models, there is no known closed-form solution to the call price equation (2) nor (6), and one has to revert to numerical methods. To this end, Dupire's equation advances a second major appeal of the local volatility model: for a given input set of strike-maturities, a numerical solution of (6) gives the whole surface of corresponding model prices simultaneously. This is an attractive feature from a practical viewpoint since one is interested in computing a large set of prices corresponding to market quoted options when performing calibration of the model.
Mode-to-market calibration is an inverse problem commonly formalised with least squares. Given a finite set of market data of call prices {ĉ i ,x i } n i=1 , find a local volatility function such that the square error functional
is minimised. Weighted least squares is also common, where the weights may represent liquidity through inverse bid-ask spreads, or the inverse Black-Scholes vega for a first order approximation of the square error in terms of implied volatility.
In view of (4), it should be possible to find a σ such that the error (7) is zero. 3 However, due to what is effectively expressed in (5), one can not expect that there is a unique optimal σ to the calibration problem of minimising (7). This could only be achieved in the limit of infinite data. 4 In other words, when calibrating to finite data, one can hope for a local volatility function to be pinned down only at a finite set of strike-maturities (not necessarily the same as market quoted strike-maturities) subject to uncertainty.
Dupire's formula also suggests a converse estimation approach in at least two flavours: either non-parametrically by approximating the derivatives of (5) with finite differences, or by assuming a parametric formC in place of C, fitting its parameters to data and then plugging derivatives ofC into (5). However, while the former is known to output "spiky" local volatility surfaces along with model-to-market errors that are far from minimal (a finite difference approximation is not even guaranteed to preserve the positiveness of local volatility), the latter brings questions about overfitting, interpolation/extrapolation behaviour as well as choice of parametric form-design choices which arguably should be made with minimisation of a model-to-market error in mind. Further, with a fixed choice ofC, note that an increasing dataset affiliates the estimation of the parameters ofC, not necessarily the minimisation of (7). In all, both approaches are subject to the ambiguity present under finite data. The latter in that as long as the parametric form fits well with observations from the call price surface, one has liberty to chose its functional form. For the former, one is free to choose and tune the approximation methods for firstand second order derivatives. Finally, even if these methods appear more direct as they provide means of computing the local volatility function in place of imputing, they should, at least in principle, support an equivalent formulation as an optimisation problem of the error functional (7) since this explicates an objective of minimising a distance to observed call prices.
In what follows we build on the calibration approach based on the model-to-market measure. We propose to cast local volatility modelling in a probabilistic framework, such that the calibration problem effectively corresponds to optimising a regularised version of (7). Conceptually, this gives a clear probabilistic representation for a prior local volatility model (corresponding to the regularising term) and results in a posterior distribution over local volatility, as opposed to a point-estimate obtained from the optimum under regularisation.
A probabilistic framework
Following the approach of inverse calibration through optimisation with a square error, the next section outlines how a probabilistic framework can be adopted for local volatility with a nonparametric Gaussian process model. We detail posterior predictive equations for local volatility and call prices, and end the section by proposing a numerical method.
The calibration problem recast
In practice, prices of options are quoted only up to bid-ask spreads from which it is common the use the mid-market price for calibration. To this end, we assume a set of observable mid-market call pricesĉ = {ĉ i } n i=1 at a market set of strikes and maturitieŝ x = {x i } n i=1 to be generated from the noise model
for a common local volatility function. Hence C(·, σ) represents the fair price surface from which the mid-market prices are noisy observations. For simplicity, we assume { i } is independent Gaussian noise with variance σ 2 , and note that our approach generalises easily to heteroscedastic noise structured over X . This leads to a log-likelihood function
In terms of maximising the likelihood with respect to the local volatility function, this is equivalent with minimising the sum of squared errors (7).
As mentioned in the introduction, a standard approach to modelling is to model the local volatility function as a parametric function σ(T, K) ≡ σ θ (T, K) with a finite-dimensional parameter θ, 5 and then to calibrate by minimising θ → G(σ θ ). 6 With this as an example, taking the calibration problem to a probabilistic setting means postulating a prior distribution p(θ) over the parameters based on prior knowledge about θ. Note that it is possible to include the noise variance σ in θ. Conditioning on observed data, Bayes' rule then gives the posterior distribution over parameters
where p(ĉ|θ) is s the likelihood (9) written as a function of θ and the marginal likelihood is given by p(ĉ) = p(ĉ|θ)p(θ)dθ.
In a Bayesian framework, the inference process considers the posterior distribution over θ and not only point-estimates. For summary measures, one may use the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimator θ MAP = arg max θ p(θ|ĉ).
Another common choice is the mean of θ with respect to the posterior distribution, which is referred to as Bayes' estimator. For a notion of uncertainty attached to the parameter estimate, quantiles of the posterior distribution give credible intervals. We will make common use of the posterior mean plus/minus two standard deviations as a more robust alternative to quantile estimates.
Probabilistic nonparametric local volatility
At the base of our approach is a random nonparametric local volatility function. To this end, we assume a Gaussian process functional prior with input space X (Rasmussen and Williams (2006) )
where φ is a positive function applied pointwise for imposing positivity of the local volatility function. The Gaussian process defines a distribution over real valued functions on X where any finite set of function evaluations of f follow the multivariate normal distribution-see (14) . In particular, prior beliefs are encoded in a mean m and covariance function
defined for any pair of inputs in the strike-maturity space X . We denote the parameters of the covariance function with κ, which together with m and σ are referred to as the model's hyperparameters. Note that the mean and covariance function uniquely specify a Gaussian process. We use a constant m for convenience although it is possible to use a parametrised function for more informed beliefs about the mean.
The observed pricesĉ are conditioned on the function evaluated at an input set which we denote with
In (10), the call price is written directly as a function of f, i.e. implicitly as a composition with the link function f → φ(f) = σ where σ = σ(x).
There are a few aspects to point out here. First, considering the likelihood as a function of f = f (x) instead of f (·)-i.e. a finite set of function evaluations in place of the function object itself-is without loss of generality (see Remark 3) although a necessity since we can only work with finite sets of function values in practice. When working with local volatility models, the call price function is given only up to a numerical solver of (6) which in turn relies on local volatility values taken at a finite input set. Schematically, for a finite difference solver, we have f → C(x, f).
Second, while the finite difference mapping (11) outputs call prices over a strike-maturity set corresponding to the set of input local volatility values, x does not necessarily coincide with the observed market setx. Typically,x is scattered over the strike-maturity space while a finite difference grid is a regular Cartesian product
As long as x is constructed such thatx ⊆ x, (n ≤ N ) we may evaluate the likelihood (10) which depends on call prices over the market set only-see Figure 2 for an example.
Note, however, that the likelihood does indeed depend on every point in x (on every value of f) since the model price at every strike-maturity point x is dependent on the entire local volatility function up to the maturity of x, albeit with a stronger dependency locally around x due to the smoothness properties of (6). Ultimately, we want to infer posterior knowledge about the local volatility function not only at the points of the market set, but also for strike-maturities lying outside, and quantify how uncertain such predictions might be. Equations for this purpose will be given in Section 3.4 (see also Remark 3).
Third, the likelihood (10) is neither factorisable nor a Gaussian with respect to f (two properties commonly assumed in Gaussian process regression). This hinders analytical tractability and efficient computations. In effect, what we face here is a nonlinear regression problem in a latent space where observations are noisy outputs from a transformation of an unobservable function.
At the next level of inference, hyperparameters are considered unknown up to some hyperprior. We then obtain the joint posterior for hyperparameters and function values
where p(f|κ, m) is short for the prior over f induced by the Gaussian process. By definition
with K ff the covariance matrix given by evaluating the covariance function at all pairs of input points x, that is, with elements
Eventually we write K κ ≡ K ff to stress that it is a matrix valued function of κ. We use a product covariance function of squared exponentials
with parameters collected in κ = (l T , l K , σ f ). Since (15) is smooth with finite derivatives at zero of all orders, f will have continuous sample-function derivatives of all orders (Lindgren (2012) ) and we thus impose a strong smoothness property on the local volatility function. This is a desire commonly expressed in the literature, especially when the model is considered for derivative hedging and pricing purposes (e.g. Jackson et al. (1999) ). We also consider a product Matérn 3/2 covariance function with factors
which yields sample paths of f that are continuously differentiable. This covariance will potentially achieve higher likelihood values (i.e. a closer fit in terms of model-to-market errors), but at the cost of losing smoothness of the local volatility surface.
For κ, and for the remaining hyperparameters, we assume scaled sigmoid Gaussian priors; each of l T , l K , σ f , m, σ is generated independently as (with θ a generic parameter)
The motivation behind this choice of hyperprior is that it gives a convenient parametrisation. Each parameter is constrained to take values in (θ min , θ max ) while µ ξ and σ ξ provide flexibility over the distributional shape on this interval. This makes the specification of desirable hyperprior assumptions straightforward. A limited support also makes the model more prone to identifiability issues and therefore improves sampling efficiency, see Trangucci et al. (2016) . For convenience, we henceforth use µ ξ = 0, σ ξ = 1, and write θ = ssg(ξ) for the transformation in (17).
In the Bayesian framework, the model calibration problem effectively amounts to generating a sample of local-volatility surfaces, {f (1) , f (2) , f (3) , . . . }, from the joint posterior (13). We detail an algorithm for this in Section 3.5. From this sample, one can extract the sample counterpart of a MAP-surface (the "point-estimate" surface which achieves highest posterior likelihood), calculate a posterior mean-surface as well as quantifying uncertainty in the calibrated local volatility by means of credible intervals. Furthermore it gives a principled way for predicting volatility at unseen inputs consistent with observed data. The posterior predictive distribution is outlined in Section 3.4.
Remark 2. To gain some insight into the inference process, we consider the likelihood written as log p(ĉ|σ ,
with the sum of squared errors,
The first term of (18), the "data-fit", assigns probability mass to small values of SSE (the likelihood is an exponential distribution over SSE with its mode at zero) and large variances with σ . The second term, the "model-complexity", on the other hand prefers small σ . As a result, if we ignore the prior over (σ , f), the likelihood strictly works to minimise the model-to-data error whilst balancing with an appropriate noise variance to accommodate for variability in the data. Similarly, the Gaussian process prior
punishes complex models through the second term. The first term assigns probability to surfaces referenced to the mean, i.e. it balances the likelihood over f, while it also tunes an appropriate covariance matrix. In all, the inference process automatically performs a trade-off between model-fit (bias) and complexity (variance), in a principled manner. This will also be the theme of the next section.
Bayesian model selection
We have proposed the use of different covariance functions which effectively define separate members of a local volatility model-family. To discriminate between different such members in a principled way we consider model selection from a Bayesian perspective.
Consider yet another level of inference with a discrete set of possible model structures {M i }. Before seeing data, these are distributed according to a prior, p(M i ), which may be uniform in lack of preferences. Given data, Bayes' rule yields the posterior over models
The key factor in this expression is the model evidence, the probability of the data under each model
where we keep the hyperprior (and likelihood) invariant across models-cf. (13).
A selection process based on the model evidence incorporates an automatic trade-off between model fit and model complexity, such that the least complex model which is able to explain the data is favoured. This is the Occam's razor effect (MacKay (2003), Rasmussen and Ghahramani (2001) ): A simple model can account for a smaller range of possible data sets. Since its evidence is a distribution over data normalising to unity, is has large probabilities attached to sets within its range. Conversely, a complex model may account for a wide range of data but with relatively smaller probabilities, as it has to spread its probability mass across a larger range. The latter is the reason for the evidence not necessarily favouring (complex) models with the best data fit-their complexity is penalised as well-but one which yields a balance between the two.
Predicting local volatility and call prices
To make predictions at a strike-maturity point x (at a set x ) which is not included in the input grid x, we have the posterior predictive distribution of f = f (x )
The conditional distribution p(f |f, κ, m, σ ,ĉ) is usually not dependent on data.
Here
Except for the case when predicting at maturities T greater that the latest maturity of x, the likelihood ratio in (21) does not cancel out. This is because (10) is non-factorisable over the local volatility surface: a model price C(x, f, f ) depends on all values in {f, f } taken at maturities less thanT , even if the dependency is strongest on function values taken locally aroundx.
The conditional prior in (21) is the predictive distribution for a Gaussian process (Rasmussen and Williams (2006))
with
From the posterior predictive distribution we obtain the distribution for predicting unseen call prices c at corresponding strike-maturities x
The data distribution is a spherical Gaussian as follows from the noise model (8)
with I denoting the identity matrix of appropriate dimension.
Remark 3. The joint distribution that is marginalised in (20) is equal to (26). We thus have that local volatility at unquoted (unobserved) strike-maturities can either be inferred from the posterior (13) or, equivalently, by predicting these points with respect to the joint posterior over (f (x), κ, m, σ ) from (20), i.e. with respect to local volatility at market-quoted (observed) inputs only. The convenient consequence of this fact is that we can choose to either include our predictions x in the input set x and generate jointly their functional values by posterior sampling, or we can first sample from the posterior over values at (the grid which spans) the market setx and then infer the predictive distribution over x in a second step.
Numerical method
A posterior distribution of the form (13) is intractable in general, with the case of Gaussian likelihoods standing as a rare exception (under known hyperparameters). To this end, we will represent the posterior with samples generated by Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC), which is an asymptotically exact method (see e.g. Robert and Casella (2004) ). Several methods also exists for deterministic approximations where a tractable distribution is chosen within a suitable family, to be close to the posterior. These approximations do, however, depend on factorising likelihoods to be effective, and are known to be exclusive in fitting mass to a (local) mode of the posterior, hence potentially underestimating uncertainty. As well, when employing a calibrated model in practice, we still require posterior samples.
To sample (f, κ, m, σ ) from the joint posterior (13), we use blocked Gibbs sampling (Geman and Geman (1984) ) and alternate between updating the variable of function values conditional on hyperparameters, and hyperparameters conditional on function values, respectively. This gives a Markov chain with the joint target as the limiting distribution (Tierney (1994) ).
For the update of functional values we use elliptical slice sampling ). The model is first re-parametrised to have a zero-mean prior with parameter κ, while m is absorbed into the likelihood
For hyperparameters fixed at some values, i.e. given K κ and (σ , m), the elliptical slice sampler targets the conditional 8 ∝ p(ĉ|f, σ , m)p(f|κ) with a proposed transition f → f defined by an ellipse
The proceeding angle θ is drawn uniformly over a bracket [θ min , θ max ] = [θ − 2π, θ], which is shrunk ("sliced" from Neal (2003)) towards θ = 0 until the proposal is accepted-see for further details.
Next we consider updating the covariance hyperparameter κ. Its conditional given functional values is ∝ p(f|κ)p(κ). Targeting this density will, however, lead to a slow exploration of the support for κ. This since the functional prior is very informative of its hyperparameters in the sense that the two are strongly correlated. Further, there is no direct guidance from data through the likelihood in this update. To improve mixing, we therefore decouple the prior dependency between f and κ by the parametrisation
with a Cholesky decomposition for the covariance matrix square-root. This results in an equivalent posterior
where we stress that the likelihood now depends on covariance hyperparameters through the deterministic transformation f(κ, ν) = L κ ν, and that the prior for ν is independent of the hyperprior. For a current state (f, κ), the corresponding ν is implied by ν = L −1 κ f. Given (ν, m, σ ), a proposed transition κ → κ then targets the (unnormalised) conditional
where functional values are indirectly updated through f → f = L κ ν. Further, due to the hyperprior assumption (17) with κ = κ(z) ≡ ssg(z) for a Gaussian z ∼ N (0, I), we employ the elliptical slice sampler on p(z|ν, m, σ ,ĉ) ∝ p(ĉ|f(ν, κ(z)), m, σ )p(z).
Updating covariance hyperparameters based on (28) works best when the likelihood dependency on f is relatively weak, such that f is distributed almost according to its prior. This is discussed by , who propose surrogate data slice sampling (SDSS) for models with strong likelihoods. In this case, proposals targeting (30) are often rejected such that mixing of the Markov chain for κ is poor. As a remit, they augment the model with a noise variable centred around function values, g|f ∼ N (f, S), where S is a user specified diagonal covariance. They then make hyperparameter proposals that updates f conditional on its noisy version g, through the parametrisation
where R κ and m κ,g from the conditional f|g, κ ∼ N (m κ,g , R κ ) are given by
, whereby a proposal κ → κ targets its conditional posterior given (η, g, m, σ ),
where the relevant term is p(ĉ|f(κ, η, g), m, σ )p(g|κ, S)p(κ)-see Murray and Adams (2010) for details. Again, due to our hyperparameter assumption, we perform this update in z-space with elliptical slice sampling.
The final step in our sampling scheme updates the hyperparameters (m, σ ) of the likelihood. We target its conditional ∝ p(ĉ|f, σ (z), m(z))p(z) with elliptical slice sampling on the Gaussian z. As the mean-level m and σ are one-dimensional parameters to which the likelihood is quite sensitive, this sampling step is relatively effective; it is also cheap since the target conditional does not involve the functional prior.
The three updates-functional values, covariance and likelihood parameters-summarises each sequential step of the Markov chain. We combine them for a hybrid strategy where we randomise between sampling based on (28) and (31) when updating κ (see Robert and Casella (2010) ). Similarly, we follow the strategy of Murray and Adams (2010) and apply three computationally "cheap" updates of f between every expensive update of the covariance.
To evaluate the likelihood, we need to calculate the mapping (11) of a local volatility surface to a call price surface. To this end, we use a Crank-Nicolson finite difference scheme for a numerical solution of Dupire's equation (6), see Hirsa (2012) . For this purpose, we construct the input set x by taking the Cartesian product (12) of all observed maturities and strikes in the market setx. This results in a grid with non-equidistant spacing in both dimensions as illustrated for market data by the grey mesh in Figure 2 . For boundary conditions across maturity, we use that the call price approaches S − Ke −rT for small K and zero for large K. To improve the accuracy of these approximations, we extend the grid in the strike dimension with a flat extrapolation of the input local volatility surface with moneyness S/K down to 0.1 and up to 4, respectively.
In terms of computational complexity, the second update of covariance parameters is the most expensive with a cost O(N 3 ) for (standard) inversion of the covariance matrix each time a new κ is proposed. Proposing a new f also costs O(N 3 ) for the Cholesky decomposition of K κ , although the same decomposition can be recycled for consecutive proposals. The third update is the cheapest since it only requires computing the likelihood. One such evaluation involves solving I systems of J × J tridiagonal matrices for the Crank-Nicolson scheme of the call price, where I (J) is the number of maturities (strikes) of the input set x, i.e. a cost O(IJ) = O(N ). In fact, we can readily exploit that x is a Cartesian product and use Kronecker methods when computing matrix decompositions and inversions, see Saatchi (2012) . This reduces the cost to O(N 3/2 ) for both the second (for each κ proposal) and the first update (recycled throughout a f-update with elliptical slice sampling).
Finally, we consider sampling from the predictive distribution (20). For a prediction input x with maturity T smaller than the latest maturity ofx we approximate the likelihood ratio in (21) to be constant (note that this is exact if T is larger than the latest maturity ofx). We then generate predictions by direct simulation (ancestral pass), i.e. from an approximating Gaussian mixture
is a sample from the posterior. This approach is used in Wilson and Ghahramani (2010) and Osborne (2010) , and yields sampling from the exact predictive distribution (under constant likelihood ratio) in the limit M → ∞.
To sample from the complete distribution (20) we may add an importance step to the above procedure. First we generate a sample {f (i) } from the Gaussian mixture (32), i.e. we employ p(f |f, κ, m)p(f, κ, m, σ |ĉ)
as importance distribution. The unnormalised weight function
) is then used for resampling over {f (i) }. Importance sampling generally works well when the variance of the importance weights is low, in our case when the likelihood p(ĉ|f , f, σ ) is weak with respect to f . Again this depends on how many (and how strongly) model prices corresponding toĉ vary with f , which is due to the locations of the prediction inputs x . In the case of a sensitive likelihood, one may improve the resampling procedure by using annealed importance sampling (see Neal (2001) for details).
With a sample of local volatility predictions in hand, we approach the predictive distribution over call prices (25) . To this end, we first map
from the predictive distribution over fair call prices. We use this in turn for representing the distribution over predicted data (24) as a Gaussian centred around the mean over predicted fair prices and covariance matrix from the law of total variance, i.e. mean({σ 2 (i)s tr ik e


Experiments
In the following sections, we put our approach into practice with an example based on market data from the S&P 500 index. We draw posterior inference about local volatility, and demonstrate the benefit of our probabilistic formulation with focus on parameter uncertainty, i.e. to what extent we can be confident about the local volatility estimate we learn from data. In our view, the Gaussian process framework provides a major benefit as the inference process is straightforward. Further, we demonstrate posterior prediction of both local volatility and call prices. We focus on uncertainty in the predictions, while still the setup allows for straightforward and robust inference without additional extrapolation assumptions. Figure 2 shows quoted strikes and maturities, and implied volatilities from S&P 500 call options as observed on 4 January 2010. The data is pre-filtered following Constantinides et al. (2013) : quotes are removed having any of (i) zero bid-prices, (ii) less than 7 days to maturity, or (iii) implied volatility below 0.05 or above 1. Corresponding bid and ask prices are shown in Figure 1 (left).
Data and model set-up
As seen in Figure 2 , the quotation density is higher for options with short maturities (less than three months) and strikes close to the current spot price $1133 shown with a vertical dashed line-options being close to "at-the-money". Across maturity, quotes are sparser at later maturities and the same holds for options away from the at-the-money strike level: for calls deep "out-of-money" (strikes > $1750) there is only a handful of quotes while no options are quoted deep "in-the-money" (strikes < $750).
To reduce the computational cost, we select a subsample from the full (pre-filtered) market data as the set {ĉ,x} we use for inference. This is illustrated in Figure 2 wherex is plotted with blue dots while red dots show excluded data. The selection is based on a simple algorithm that sequentially includes the strike level with the highest number of available quotes across maturity, until a fixed number of strikes are included inx. For each selection, only strikes lying outside the range of strikes available in the currentx are considered as candidates. The set is then pruned, by sequentially excluding the maturity with the smallest number of quotes, until a fixed number of maturities remain in the set. The purpose of this procedure is to end up with a grid x =T ×K (whereT andK are strikes and maturities included inx) of a reduced size = #strikes × #maturities, while the size ofx (#observations) is as large as possible. For our example, the original data has a grid size 103 × 14 = 1442 and 473 observations (33%) while the selected subset x is of size 20 × 8 = 160 andx has 117 observations (73%). The computational saving is in having to handle the covariance matrix associated with f = f (x) of N = 160 values while the full data would require N = 1442.
To set-up an operational Gaussian process model, we scale x to lie in the unit square and set κ i,max = 1, ∀i, for the covariance hyperprior, and σ ,max = 0.75 and m max = log 0.5 for the likelihood. These values stem from heuristics and some initial runs of the MCMC algorithm. Length-scales around one (maximum) give slowly varying volatility surfaces much smoother than the implied volatility of Figure 2 ; hence, prior κ-ranges of 0-1 should provide more than enough expressiveness. For the likelihood, the maximum noise standard-deviation 0.75 is of the same magnitude as the average bid-ask spread of 3.6. Note, however, that the noise models the deviance of the mid-market price from the unobserved fair price, not the (half) bid-ask spread.
Results
Calibration In the first part of our experiment, we calibrate the local volatility model to the S&P 500 mid-market call prices as described in Section 3.5 by sampling from the joint posterior (13) under a squared exponential covariance. We generate 50,000 states from the Markov chain, discard the first 10,000 as burn-in and subset the reminder to a thinned sample of size 1000. Figure 3 (left) represents the posterior with a credible region of ±2 standard deviations around the mean as estimated pointwise from the sample. Figure 3 (right) shows the empirical maximum a priori estimate (i.e. the local volatility surface that achieves the highest posterior likelihood). The smoothness of the calibrated local volatility surface(s) is apparent, as encoded by the prior squared exponential covariance function. For a vivid comparison, Figure 1 shows a local volatility surface from pointwise minimisation of the least squares objective which achieves the same error as the MAP estimate in Figure 3 .
The dashed lines in Figure 3 The shapes of the credible intervals in Figure 4 are symptomatic of two related features: non-linearity of the pricing/likelihood function and data availability across strikes and maturities. For short maturities (T < 6 months) the option price is relatively insensitive to model parameters for strikes away from at-the-money. For K S 0 there is not much chance of the option reaching in-the-money before its (short) time to maturity and hence its price is close to zero; the option is likely to expire worthless. Likewise, for K S 0 there is little chance of going out-of-money and the option's price is close to its intrinsic value S 0 − K (the reminding time-value is small, in both case). In effect, the price insensitivity makes the likelihood uninformative about local volatility over these strike-maturity points, i.e. the probabilistic inference process attributes more uncertainty to the local volatility values. For the same reasons there is little trading in these options, which also contribute to an increased posterior uncertainty as there is lack of data. Market quotes are concentrated around at-the-money, K = S 0 , and these options are also the most sensitive to changes in local volatility, since the volatility affects the prospects of moving out/in the money. The overall effects can be seen in the top panes of Figure 4 : a high degree of estimation uncertainty is attached to the local volatility at large and small strikes, while close to at-the-money there is almost no posterior uncertainty in the estimate.
For later maturities the price sensitivity increases, also for strikes away from at-the-money. With time, the volatility has an increased effect on the probability that the option leaves its in-or out-of-money region-in view of (1) it is a parameter of diffuseness of the underlying. For long maturities, local volatility therefore has higher impact on option prices across all strikes. In effect, credible intervals of the bottom panes in Figure 4 show rather constant uncertainty across strikes. Compared to earlier maturities, the band is wider around at-the-money. Data availability is also a reason since there is a large gap in market quotes between maturities of 2 and 3 years-see Figure 2 . The posterior sample of local volatility surfaces gives a probabilistic representation of the local volatility function. This is interesting in its own right as it provides information on what can be learned (and not learned) from call price data about the latent function, i.e. to what degree we may pin down σ-values over different strike-maturity points. The result-point-estimate(s) and associated uncertainty-can then be used when employing the model for secondary purposes. For example, if pricing a derivative which is sensitive to volatility over points with high calibration uncertainty, one should take this into account for a robust price-estimate. Next we use the posterior sample to re-price the calibration instruments.
Re-pricing market options To see how well the calibrated model explains market data, we transform the posterior sample over local volatility to samples over call prices and implied volatilities. The result is represented in Figure 5 for implied volatilities. The figure show that the MAP surface is close to the data used for calibration (blue dots) and
to the market data excluded from this set (red asterisks). The only exemptions are some out-of-money implied volatilities at the shortest maturity, as shown in the top left pane of Figure 5 . This confirms the fact that the local volatility model is often inconsistent with option market prices at short maturities (Gatheral (2011) ). An explanation is that the underlying stock price is a continuous process in the local volatility model, while the market anticipate sudden price changes, "jumps", which contribute to more pronounced implied-volatility skews (as observed in top-left Figure 5 ).
Implied volatility MAP-to-market errors are within −0.015 ± 0.02 and within −0.003 ± 0.007 if excluding the shortest maturity. Both indicate a good re-pricing performance of our approach (still, recall that the likelihood is based on errors of model and market prices, not implied volatilities) and competitive to what is reported in the literature: Hamida and Cont (2005) report ∼ 0 ± 0.04 for a set of DAX options, Luo and Liu (2010) a few percentage points.
The uncertainty in the local volatility estimate propagate to only modest credible intervals for implied volatility, especially over the in-the-money region. The reason is, again, model price/implied volatility (in)sensitivity to the local volatility parameter-even if there is a high level of estimation uncertainty in local-volatility over some strike-maturity regions, it is not transferred back to uncertainty over prices/implied volatilities. This robust behaviour of call option prices should, however, not be taken for granted for other derivatives, especially if they are designed to be heavily dependent on volatility.
If we plot confidence regions over call prices they appear completely tight, with all market prices indistinguishable from the MAP estimate (figures not shown for brevity). Prices are $0-500 while their posterior standard deviations are $10 −5 -0.6. Figure 6 represents the posterior over call prices on a logarithmic scale together with bid-ask spreads, from which mid-prices are observed data. For the earliest maturity in the left figure (with largest implied volatility errors), most bid-ask spreads-also for excluded data-enclose the credible region over the model price even if the mid-price sometimes fall outside. The fair price described by the posterior is hence permitted to be within the market spread. This is of course desirable since otherwise they would disagree on arbitrage. For out-ofmoney options where prices are relatively small (K > $1200), the noise is dominating (the posterior mean of σ is 0.45) such that mid-prices (and spreads) fall within their ±2SD region. Even if the MAP estimate is not predicting these observations very well, the posterior is still consistent with observed data.
For the latest maturity ( Figure 6 , right) mid-prices fall more closely to the MAP estimate of the fair price while the noise is relatively small: the credible region, also when including noise, is typically tight enough to be inside the bid-ask spread. This is the general picture also for remaining maturities (figures not included).
Prediction We apply the predictive distributions of Section 3.4 to predict local volatility over unseen inputs. As an illustrative example, we consider long-dated options and extend the input grid to maturities 4-10 years. We generate a prediction sample of 1000 local volatility surfaces by direct simulation: each of 1000 randomly selected states (f, κ, m) from the posterior sample are used to calculate the moments of the conditional prior in (20) . We then generate a local volatility surfaces from every such set of moments. The result is shown in Figure 7 (left) as a credible envelope of ±2 standard deviations around the mean. Comparing with the calibration (Figure 4 ) the prediction uncertainty is substantial over small/large strikes and increasing in maturity up to ∼7 years. From this point, the surfaces level off to their unconditional (i.e. prior) confidence ∼0.2 ± 0.3. This is a consequence of the predictive properties of a Gaussian process. For points far away from the input grid there is not much predictive power from data as the conditional covariance declines, and the flat prior mean yields optimal predictions-see (23) where the second term, in both moments, goes to zero.
The local volatility sample is used to a predict call prices (Figure 7 , middle) which in turn are transformed to a sample over implied volatilities (Figure 7, right) . Both figures illustrate how prediction uncertainty associated with local volatility propagate to prices and implied volatilities: long-dated options can only be consistently priced subject to an increasing uncertainty, the range of which is substantial for the long-dated maturities.
In Figure 8 we show predictions at a maturity of 12 days. This is the shortest maturity of the original market data, but it was not included in the set {ĉ,x} used for inference (see Figure 2 ). As we consider predictive inputs close to the input grid, we obtain a predictive interval similar in shape to that of the calibration (cf. Figure 4 , top left). Transformed to call prices and implied volatilities, the predicted surfaces are again too flat in the out of money region, confirming the fact that the local volatility model is incapable of capturing market behaviour at very short maturities.
Comparison with a Matérn covariance Figure 9 (left) shows the credible envelope over local volatility from the posterior-sample generated under a Matérn 3/2 covariance (16). As encoded by this prior, surfaces are generally less smooth as compared to those of a squared exponential, cf. Figure 3 (left) . Still, credible regions over implied volatility from the Matérn covariance (not shown for brevity) are almost identical to those of the squared exponential shown in Figure 5 . In terms of call prices, this covariances thus produce a similar distribution over the observed input set. What is slightly different is how the distribution is induced by the distribution over local volatility. The squared exponential assigns more probability to smooth surfaces while it has to work with shorter length scales. Posterior sample averages arel T = 0.3,l K = 0.2 for the square exponential as compared tol T = 0.7,l K = 0.3 for the Matérn 3/2. The shorter maturity length-scale of the former give rise to a somewhat more "wiggly" profile across maturity, as to preserve smoothness while still being able to fit observed prices-see Figure 9 (right).
Effects from the different covariances are more apparent in terms of predictions. While the squared exponential gives an overshot in local volatility when predicting long maturities (Figure 7 , left)-again indicating that the model is specified with too short length-scales to preserve smoothness-predictions under Matérn behaves more nicely, see Figure 10 (left) (note that prior confidences are similar). When predicting at the shortest (unobserved) maturity of the original data, the Matérn seems to do a similar job: see Figure 10 (right) as compared to Figure 8 (right) .
For a more principled comparison of the different kernels we approach their model evidences (19) Occam factors, f and parameters . This is the best fit likelihood achieved by the model times an Occam factor which penalises the model for having parameters. The Occam factor is a ratio of volumes of the parameter space; the posterior accessible volume to the prior accessible volume. The denominator thus represents the prior range of possible parameter values while the nominator represents the posterior range. Prior model complexity is penalised by the former while models which do not have to be fine-tuned to data are favoured by the latter.
The log-evidence for the squared exponential covariance is −32.4, of which the Occam factors are 0.45 for the Gaussian process and 0.52 for hyperparameters. The log-evidence is −26.3 for the Matérn 3/2 with Occam factors 0.38 for the Gaussian process and 0.53 for hyperparameters. As for the results, Bayesian model selection will ultimately favour the Matérn covariance in view of the observed data.
Time evolution of local volatility
Up to this point, we have considered local volatility calibration based on data as observed on a single time point t = 0, i.e. in view of "today's" call prices. While the local volatility model is able to consistently and effectively fit the option market in this static sensesee the discussion of equation (4)-it is also known to have poor properties in that the optimal calibration as of today will not yield an optimal calibration as of tomorrow. For this reason, the local volatility model has to be recalibrated, say daily, to be useful in practice (see the discussion in Hull and Suo (2002) ).
This motivates us to introduce a third input dimension in our prior model that represents time-dependency of local volatility σ : (t, T, K) → σ(t, T, K)
where we use a variable (t, x) ≡ (t, T, K) in the augmented input spaceX = R + × X . Our Bayesian framework with Gaussian processes readily generalises to this setting such that we may draw posterior inference about local volatility over (calender) time.
Augmented probabilistic model
To accommodate (35) we takeX to be the input space of our Gaussian process prior and introduce a time component in the covariance function with a separate length-scale. For the Matérn 3/2 covariance function
where κ = (l T , l K , l t , σ f ) is the vector of covariance parameters. For the observation model, we assume independent and identically distributed noise across time
We introduce a separate time index t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , τ } such that for a set of n tot observationŝ c = {ĉ t } τ t=1 , eachĉ t collects a surfaceĉ t = {ĉ t,i } nt i=1 of n t mid-prices observed at a single date t. The index i refers to the corresponding strike-maturityx t,i = (t, T i , K i ) of the option at that date. Similarly, we use x t to denote an input set of N t strike-maturities as of date t and x = {x t } τ t=1 for the full input set over all dates (and likewise for market setŝ x t andx). We follow the same convention for functional evaluations: f t = f (x t ) for the local volatility surface at t and f = {f t } τ t=1 for the collection of local volatility surfaces over all τ dates, or, equivalently, of f evaluated at every input x of the full input set x.
Together with the hyper-prior over (κ, m, σ ) where l t is assumed independently distributed according to (17), we obtain a joint posterior of functional values and hyperparameters of the same form as (13). With shorthand notation 
Inference Sampling the full posterior (38) with the strategy outlined in Section 3.5 quickly becomes prohibitive as the computational cost for making proposals scales as O(N 3 tot ) = O(τ 3 N 3 ). Critically, observed strikes and maturities changes over time such that x no longer has Kronecker structure. For this reason, we exploit the time-structure of the problem and approach the sampling of (38) by a sequential method proposed by Tegnér et al. (2018) .
To this end, consider sampling f t when a new set of market data {ĉ t ,x t } arrives at time t. For given hyperparameters and past values f 1:t−1 , this means targeting the conditional
where we use that all terms of the full likelihood drop out except the most recent p(ĉ t |f t , σ ) due to the factorising form of (37). This is blocked sampling of f = {f t , f 1:t−1 } with f 1:t−1 fixed. We can therefore apply the updating step for functional values described in Section 3.5 by treating the predictive prior in (39)-defined by the predictive equations (22)-as the Gaussian variable of (27). The cost for this is, however, increasing cubically with t and as a remit we apply a simple form of data selection
Limiting the conditional dependency to the k ≥ 1 most recent time steps is reasonable for isotropic covariances, as with (36), since the dependency on distant variables is weak and of less importance for the predictive distribution, see Osborne (2010) . In effect, the approximation (40) captures the computational cost to O(k 3 N 3 ) for a fixed k. It (re)introduces more variance in the conditional posterior over f t through its approximative "acting prior" (40), which is the proposal distribution of the elliptical slice sampler. This can potentially have beneficial effects for the sampling efficiency-see e.g. Jacob et al. (2017) for related ideas.
While sequential sampling of functional values is relatively straightforward, the computational challenge is updating hyperparameters from their posterior conditional on the growing sequence of functional values. At time t, the target is
where the rightmost distribution-the posterior from the previous time-step-is the challenging factor. We approach (41) by breaking the dependency between parameters and functional values of the previous posterior, and approximate the parameter marginal based on the hyperprior assumption (17). We thus target the vector z of the transformation (κ, m, σ ) = ssg(z), and take
where m z,t and K z,t are the sample mean-vector and covariance matrix estimated from the parameter states generated at the previous sequential step t − 1. Combining (42) and (40) with (41), we can again apply the updating steps for hyperparameters of Section 3.5 at a cost captured by a fixed k = 1. Here we note that the marginal term with functional values in (42) is irrelevant; so is (40) when updating (m, σ ). When updating κ, the conditioning in (41) prescribes a strong informativeness about f t relative the likelihood, such that an update based on (28) may be preferred to the more involved surrogate data slice sampling.
In all, we arrive at a sequential procedure: given the t − 1 sample {f (l) 1:t−1 , κ (l) , m (l) , σ (l) } M l=1 , we continue to build up the vector of functional values by adding a sampled f (l) t based on f (l) t−k:t−1 and then updating κ (l) , m (l) and σ (l) for l = 1, . . . , M . For the initial time step t = 1, we use the prior methodology of Section 3.5 (i.e. the generated sample of Section 4.2).
Experiments
Data and set-up We use market data of S&P 500 call options from the period 4 January 2010 to 31 December 2010. We consider weekly observations, i.e. 52 surfaces of call prices where each set is the result from the data-preparation procedure of Section 4.1. For every observation time t = 1, . . . , 52, we construct a calibration set {ĉ t ,x t } and input set x t to include 20 different strikes and 8 maturities of the original data. These are illustrated in Figure 11 in terms of implied volatilities. In terms of strikes and maturities, the distribution of market observationsx t over the input set x t is fairly constant across time-similar to what is observed and discussed with Figure 2 (left)-and the coverage, #observations out of #input-points, ranges from 60% to 90%. To set-up the model, wekeep the hyperprior assumptions of Section 4.1 along with l t,max = 1 for the calendar-time length-scale. We thus scale the observation times to lie in the unit interval.
Calibration We run the sequential method of the previous section to obtain a sample {f To assess the calibration in term of re-pricing performance, we consider the root mean squared error from each sampled local volatility surface
where σ BS (x i , f) andσ BS,i are the volatilities implied by C(x i , f) andĉ i , respectively. Figure  13 (left) shows the root mean squared error obtained from the MAP surface for each t along with the mean and minimum across each sample (the latter not necessarily the same as the error achieved by the MAP estimate). The minimum measure is fairly stable over time which indicates that the sequential sampling method yields satisfying results.
In particular, note that minimal errors of the entire period do not appear for the t = 1 sample.
Figure 13 (right) shows the corresponding errors in terms of call prices (for which MAP and minimum coincides). Here, the initial sample t = 1 produces the smallest (minimum) error since it results from a Markov chain with many more states (50,000 vs. 1000) and as it has a much less informative prior over both f and its hyperparameters while consecutive samples draw on information from their predecessors. After all, we are interested in inferring each individual local volatility surface as well as their dependency over time. To be able to do the latter, especially from a computational point of view, we must expect to sacrifice precision in the former.
The poorest calibration in terms of the largest call-price RMSE (at MAP) appears on 24 May 2010. This coincides with the largest observed average implied volatility, see left and middle panes of Figure 11 . The latter followed a rapid rise in volatilities after the Flash Crash of 6 May 2010. The overall calibration error mostly stem from errors at the shorter end of maturities (as also observed in Section 4.2)-see Figure 14 for implied volatilities.
Prediction at a future time The sequential calibration approach can be viewed as day-to-day (in our case weekly) re-calibration aided by previous date's estimate acting as a regularisation term. What more is, we infer dependency over time in our probabilistic model. We can therefore consider posterior predictions at future time-points of the local volatility surface along with associated uncertainty measures. To this end, the predictive distribution is obtained by marginalisation. 
In (44) we use that p(f τ +s |f 1:τ , κ, m, σ ,ĉ 1:τ ) = p(f τ +s |f 1:τ , κ, m), due to the likelihood (37) factorising over time.
As an example, we consider 1-week and 3-weeks predictive distributions over local volatility at τ + s = 10 May 2010, i.e. as predicted from τ = 3 May 2010 and τ = 19 April Figure 15 for four maturities. In the left column, the 1-step predictive intervals (±2 std. deviations around the sample mean) are fairly similar to the "true" intervals as realised with the calibration of 10 May 2010. The 3-step predictive intervals in the right column are considerably wider with a high degree of uncertainty, due to the longer prediction horizon.
In a similar fashion, s-step predictions of the call price are obtained by mapping predicted local volatility surfaces through the call price operator. Only here we do not have access to the future stock price S τ +s . In stead we predict implied volatilities over different levels of moneyness. These are invariant to the stock price level as C(S t , T, K = mS t ) and C(S t = 1, T, K = m) give equivalent implied volatilities. We thus predict the latter at a range of different levels of moneyness and back out their implied volatilities. Figure 16 represents the 1-step and 3-step predictive distributions over implied volatility at 10 May 2010, corresponding to the predicted local volatility in Figure 15 . In terms of credible intervals, 1-step predictions are fairly similar to the realised distribution. In contrast, with 3-step predictions, the uncertainty propagated from the prediction of local volatility is profound, especially at later maturities.
For a measure of predictive accuracy, we use the root mean squared error of implied volatilities (43) taken at each predicted surface f τ +s (l) , l = 1, . . . , M . Figure 17 shows the 1-step minimum and mean across l for every prediction time t = τ + s of the data set. If we contrast these implied-volatility prediction errors with their realised correspondents ( Figure 17 , right and Figure 13 , left) we see that errors' sizes are in the same order of magnitude. While sample-minimum errors of 3-step predictions are slightly higher-see Figure 17 (middle)-averages are considerably higher. Again, this is an effect of the longer prediction horizon.
Prediction of the VIX For a more consolidated view on the predictive power of our approach we consider the VIX index. The Chicago Board of Options Exchange's Volatility Index (VIX) is a benchmark index for stock market volatility. It is based on prices of S&P 500 options by the general formula V S(T ) = 2 at the two shortest maturities T 1 and T 2 which are greater than 8 days. The index runs through all available options, i < 0 is associated with out of money puts and i > 0 with out of money calls; O(K i , T ) denotes their price. For i = 0, the price O(K 0 , T ) is the average of the put and call price and the last factor in (45) compensates for the call being in the money. V S(T 1 ) and V S(T 2 ) are interpolated for an estimate at 30 days to maturity and then annualised for the final VIX, see Carr and Wu (2006) for further details.
We use (45) as a plug-in formula and map the sample of s-step prices for a predictive distribution over VIX. Here we also use predictions of C(S t = 1, T, K = m) for different levels of moneyness in place of C(S t , T, K = mS t ) as their VIX calculations (45) are equivalent. For a benchmark, we construct the "true" VIX by mapping corresponding market prices through (45). The result is shown in Figure 18 for both the 1-step and 3-step predictions. While the latter yield very wide intervals, the former show rater encouraging predictions. For reference, we have included the index calculated with the data as of the prediction date. Compared to this, our approach outperforms.
Conclusion
Whilst the local volatility model provides flexibility of fitting any set of traded option prices in theory, practical estimation is challenging. Ipso facto, with discrete and finite sets of data, there is no unique local volatilityà la Dupire. Thus, along with designing an appropriate model-literature practice is a parametric functional form-comes identifiability issues when calibrating to real market prices. Without sufficient regularisation (also imposing structure on local volatility) the optimisation of common objectives is ill-posed. This has beckoned us to attempt probabilistic learning for local volatility with a cleaner, nonparametric functional hypothesis model.
In this paper, we proposed to approach the calibration problem of local volatility with Bayesian statistics to infer a conditional distribution over functions given observed data. Notably, common calibration objectives such as squared errors directly correspond to likelihood assumptions. We introduced the Gaussian process framework for local volatility modelling and defined a prior distribution over functions. The motivation behind was at least two-fold: First, prior domain knowledge, such as smoothness properties, was easily encoded through the functional prior. Second, while the model is nonparametric in the sense that the number of parameters adapts with data, its complexity is automatically tuned in the Bayesian inference process. We further leveraged the latter for approaching the model selection process itself, simply by considering yet another level of inference. Lastly, we built on the rich literature on Gaussian processes to propose efficient numerical algorithms for training the model to data, i.e. for sampling the posterior distribution over local volatility.
We exemplified the utility of our approach with price quotes from S&P 500 options. This included a practical set-up for the model and for selecting an appropriate set of market data. In light of calibration results, we discussed benefits of a probabilistic representation with a certain focus on uncertainty; its origin as well as its propagation to model derivatives. Further, as a machine for prediction almost came for free with our approach, we considered their probabilistic representation at maturities much longer than priced by the market, just to see that the uncertainty in such predictions where substantial.
Since local volatility needs to be re-calibrated on a regular basis, we extended our model to account for a time dimension in the input space. We could then infer dependencies of local volatility across time by sequential sampling of the posterior conditional on a series of price surfaces. Galvanized by our framework already rolled out for predictions, we immediately tried to predict local and implied volatility forward in time. We showed encouraging results for a 1-week horizon with prediction errors not far off from corresponding realised calibration errors. Finally, we demonstrated how straightforward it is to employ the set-up for a predictive distribution over the VIX index.
Several extensions of our work are immediate-we have merely proposed a framework. The breath of the Gaussian process model through its covariance function is extensive- Rasmussen and Williams (2006) give a basic account while Wilson and Adams (2013) and Wilson et al. (2016) exemplify extensions-and learning the covariance structure can even be included in the inference process, see Duvenaud et al. (2013) for the case of Gaussian process regression. Exploring different covariances is one direction for future research. Similarly, we have only considered a simple data model with homoscedastic noise. Still, alternative calibration objectives, such as weighted least squares and absolute pricing error, directly transfer to likelihood models which can be adopted in our framework. Here we also stress that more general models with correlated noise (representing believes about the bid-ask spreads across strike-maturities) would easily fit into our approach such that noise structure may be inferred. Finally, for ease of exposition, we have not looked at model derivatives, such as prices of exotics, neither at hedging quantities nor risk measures.
A more fundamental extension to our approach would be to cast the Brunick-Shreve model (Brunick and Shreve, 2013) in a Bayesian setting. The latent diffusion function is here extended to depend on a third state, the running maximum of the stock price. Since the payoff of barrier options depends on the latter, barriers have a similar role for this model as calls have for local volatility. With a pricing equation corresponding to Dupire's equation derived in Hambly et al. (2016) , we could thus mimic our prevailing approach with an extended input space of the Gaussian process. Albeit, due to the availability of market data from barriers, this set-up would have its natural limitations. We leave this for future work.
